The Tivoli Youth Guard – booking 2019
The Tivoli Youth Guard occasionally performs outside the Gardens
and you can book the Guard to spread a boost of joy and Tivoli
atmosphere to your event: conference, dinner, inauguration etc.
The Tivoli Youth Guard is one of the few parts of the famous Gardens
that you can experience elsewhere. The uniform is internationally
famous with the bear skin hats and the bright red jackets. A true icon
of much of what Tivoli and Denmark stands for: kingdom, tradition,
music, youth, fairy tale, joy, quality, talent – and celebration!
175 years old – and always young!
The Guard was established in 1844 and today it is an elite music
school for 100 boys and girls at 8-16 years of age. The Fifes and
Drums and the Concert Band play music in each their field, and the
Coluor Guard specializes in the military show disciplines.

Performance of 2 to 90 Tivoli Guards
The Tivoli Youth Guard can perform in several groupings.
Concert band – 50 guards. Large wind band with percussion
The Tambours – 18 guards. 8-11-year-old fifes and drums
The Color Guard – 22 guards. Honorary guard with guns or swords
Smaller groups for smaller events:
Fifes and drums – 6-18 guards
Honorary guard – 2-24 guards at an entrance
Tivoli Youth Guard Band - 8 musicians with a large entertaining repertoire
Lurs – horn signals on two copies of the Bronze Age instruments
Audiences always have high expectations to the Tivoli Youth Guard.
So we always tailor our performance especially to YOUR event.
Price indication
A performance with the Tivoli Youth Guard is a warm and unique experience - and it is 100% genuine.
Tivoli Youth Guard Band (8 musicians) DKK 18.000.6 tambours (3 fifes, 3 drums)
DKK 16.000.The Concert Band (50 musicians)
DKK 50.000.+ VAT and transportation. Everything else is included.
Listen to the latest album ”Dedicated”
on Spotify, iTunes etc. Search ”Tivoli Youth Guard”.
Or buy the CD in Tivoli Box Office.

Good to know
A performance with the Tivoli Youth Guard is flexible and simple to organize. Performances take
place in open air or indoors. Standing, sitting or marching. Usually we have no need for lighting or
amplification of the music. The Guards arrive by bus in their uniforms and with the instruments ready
to play. They perform - and leave shortly after the performance.
In the case of bad weather, we will have to move outdoor events inside – or cancel with a
compensation of 50% of the price.

Best music school in Denmark
It is demanding to be a part of the Tivoli
Youth Guard, and the high musical level does
not come without effort.
On the other hand, this is not so different to
being an elite athlete; that too takes time,
focus and devotion.
The guards get very skilled very quickly. But talent, top education and professional demands is only
useful if the children thrive and have a good time. The great experiences, concerts and journeys is
part of what makes the Tivoli Guards responsible, skilled fine young people.

Contact us
The Tivoli Youth Guard is ”Fairytale Denmark in a nutshell” and a performance will lift any occasion.
Everybody gets a smile on their face when the young guards play and add a stylish and royal touch.

Contact Head of the Tivoli Youth Guard, Lars Søgaard, laso@tivoli.dk , +45 2274 5195
Visit www.tivoligardens.com/en/tivoligarden

